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TENURE AND SATISFACI'ICN AS INDICATORS OF ATI'ACHMENI': A NOI'E 

A. E. ll.lloff, Louis E. &anson, Jr., and Rex H. Warland 

'Ihe role of camunity attachments in deci
sion-rraking rrodels of migration is evaluated. 
Findings ·of a bloCk rrodel analysis (with multiple 
partials) are reported with data fran a longitud
inal st14f . Findings indicate that attachrrents 
to camunity only partially explain willingness 
to trove. 

IN.I'RODUCI'ICN 

'Ihis paper explores the influence of social 
and econanic intentions to trove. Intention to 
trove is considered in studies cy Lansing and 
Mueller (1967), Speare (1974), DeJong and Sell 
(1973), Bach and Smith (1977), Blackwood and Car
penter (1978), Heaton, et al. (1979), and &anson 
et al. (1979a; b), eadl of which infer that the 
desire to trove increases the likelihcod of migra
tion. 'Ihis research focuses oo the characteris
tics of the pool of potential migrants in Penn
sylvania and not on actual migrants. Our mea
sure, willingness to trove tcwards econanic oppor
tunities, is drefiffi fran 1x>th Factor M::lbility and 
Human Ecological theories. 'Ihese closely related 
theories begin with the premise that labor real
locates itself in response to rra:rket needs. It 
is assured that everyone in or desiring to be in 
the labor force is willing to trove tcwards oppor
tunities that rraxirnize his gains. It is further 
assuned that neither age nor camunity ties will 
reduce this intention. Clearly the definition of 
what is an opportunity is critical to such a mea
sure and varies arrong individuals. OJr measure 
is based on the respondents definition of oppor
tunity. 

Derrographic studies have identified social 
and econanic characteristics which influence the 
migration decision rraking process. Such charac
teristics as age (life cycle stage), labor force 
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participation (errplcyrnent status) and socioeco
nanic status (education, occupation, inccrne) have 
been found to influence directly a desire to trove 
and only indirectly actual trobility (cf. Speare, 
1974; Bach and Smith, 1977). 

In an earlier st\Jdi (&anson, et aL 1979a), 
the relationships between 1x>th econanic incen
tives and social constraints and an individual' s 
willingness to trove was examined. People either 
participating in or desiring to enter the labor 
force derronstrate continued willingness to move 
tcwards enplcyrnent opportunities. For these peo
ple, age has little influence upon willingness 
to trove until near retirement (62 years of age 
and older). A person near or past retirement age 
who continued to participate in the labor force 
was found to rraintain a higher willingness to 
move tcwards new errplcyrnent opportunities than 
his counterparts. 'Ihis finding was particularly 
instructive in defining the fluidity of the Penn
sylvania nonmetropolitan labor force. 

On the other hand, the camunity factors 
which were thought to dissuade an individual's 
willingness to move were either not significant 
or were in the opposite direction than f¥pothe
sized. It had been ccmron to assume that as an 
individual's pecuniary or subjective investments 
in a locality increased, as measured through in
creased satisfaction or tenure in a camunity, a 
concani tant decrease in potential movement fran 
the locality would occur. 'Ihe finding that nei
ther indicator ( camuni ty satisfaction or camun
ity tenure) was particularly meaningful in influ
encing the behavior intention measure differed 
fran the findings of Bach and Smith (1977). In 
the absence of conclusive evidence a more in
depth examination of camunity attachrrent factors 
and the role they play on migration decision 
rraking is desirable. 

'!Wo awroaches to the st14f of camunity 
guide the articulation of l¥potheses about at
tachment factors. 'Ihe most often used assumes 
that conditions within a camunity influence mi
gration and cy inference migration intentions 
(Goldscheider, 1971; Shaw, 1975; Ritchey, 1976). 

Within the migration literature there is an 
active tradition of individual decision rraking 
rrodels akin to econanic household decision rraking 
rrodels which investigate subjective influences on 
individual behavior. Sell (1977:25) has proposed 
that "what delineates social psychological vie-rs 
of migration is the contention that needs, val
ues, aspirations, and general perceptual rather 
than objective considerations play a crucial role 
in understanding the decision to migrate." '!Wo 
camuni ty concepts which have appeared in micro
migration rrodels are camunity satisfaction and 
camunity integration. 'Ihese are assumed to tap 
the subjective and pecuniary investments a family 
might have in a locality which rray influence the 
decision to move. 

'Ihe use of camunity (or residential) satis
faction within these rrodels is traced to Wolpert 
(1965). His notion of the "stress-threshold" 
effect attempts to incorporate behavioral par~ 
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eters of migration. AcCXJrding to Wolpert (1965: 
160): 

Arry theory of e=nc:mic determinism in migra
tion is inclined to be incorrplete .•. (the) 
understanding and prediction of migration 
strearrs require determining of the =nstants 
in migration behavior and distinguishing 
these from the variables with respect to pop
ulation corrposition and place characteristics 
which evolve differentially over time. 

Speare (1974) expands upon the wmk of Wol
pert cy substituting residential dissatisfaction 
for the latter's notion of stress, therecy de
errphasizing ai1f connotation of mental tension. In 

.Speare's model, one's level of dissatisfaction 
will affect one's decision to rrove. Positive 
scores on satisfaction are observed to have no 
significant irrpact either way, therefore, when 
the net effect of the stirruli (both negative and 
positive) leads to a sufficiently negative evalu
ation-i.e., dissatisfaction-the individual will 
act on opting for alternatives. In this rrodel, a 
rrove is ul t.ill'ately a function of an evaluation of 
current levels of dissatisfaction. In terrrs of 
our dependent variable, the dissatisfied respon
dents rray lONer their horizons as to what is con
sidered an opportunity, possibly to the point 
of accepting ''horizontal" rrovement within their 
identified opportunity structure. 

Bach and Smith ( 1977) elaborate on Speare's 
model. ThE¥ define migration as change of resi
dence across county borders. In addition to the 
use of a satisfaction TreaSure, Bach and Smith 
also include length of tenure of a household in a 
given locality as an indicator of connunity at
tachment. Tenure is treated as a kE;¥ dimension 
of ccmrunity integration. It is assumed that as 
a family's tenure in a connunity increases, so 
will the number of its ties and intensity of the 
concomitant interactions with other residents of 
that cornrunity. 

The se=nd approach to connunity variables 
is generally traced to the literature of ccmruni
ty studies. The work of Speare, et al. (1975) 
and Bach and Smith (1977) parallelsthe work of 
Suttles (1972), Kasarda and JanOilitz (1974), and 
Berry and Kasarda {1977). Speare's errphasis on 
connunity satisfaction and comrunity integration 
supports the basic contention of the concept of 
ccmrunity of limited liability, cogently dis
cussed cy Berry and Kasarda (1977). All recog
nize the irrportance of the cx:mrunal bond as a kE¥ 
element in an individual's life space. With an 
increasingly rrobile society the degree of connun
ity attachrnent and participation in the local 
ccmrunity is not a5 unequivocal as once assumed. 
AcCXJrding to Berry and Kasarda (1977:57): 

" ..• people's involvement in their local com
nunity is such that when it fails to serve 
their innediate needs or aspirations thE;¥ 
will display a lack of participation and be 
prepared to leave the ccmrunity for alterna
tive opportunities." 

Because eCXJnomic incentives =ntinue to play 
a role in migration patterns, especially in light 
of current inflation rates and the deepening re-
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cessionary atrrosphere, concepts drawn from labor 
rrobility theory make up the first "block" of fac
tors to be examined. Factor ll'Obility theory 
tells us that people will ll'OVe tOilards neN jobs 
if given the opportunity. Constraints on this 
ll'Ove will be felt through stage of life cycle and 
socioeconomic status. 

The usefulness of community attachments is 
assessed cy incorporating these factors as a 
second "block . " Migration decision making rro
dels, cy inference, assume that strong community 
bonds will dissuade an individual's willingness 
to ll'OVe, while weak bonds would allOil considera
tion of such a ll'Ove. The limited liability the
ory of ccmruni ty questions the strength of such 
bonds, whether weak or strong, in influencing mi
gration or an individual's willingness to ll'Ove. 
Because we are not interested in predicting actu
al migratory· behaviour, our dependent variable 
(willingness to ll'Ove tONard econc:mic opportuni
ties) allOils us to assess ITUch of the migration 
literature which irrplicitly assumes that subjec
ti ve factors are the ll'OSt i.rrportant influences on 
migratory intentions. 

DATA AND MEIHODS 

Data were drawn from a longitudinal stu<¥ 
conducted in Pennsylvania during 1974-75 by the 
Population Issues Research Office (SNanson, et 
al., 1979a; Zelinski, et al., 1974; DeJong,-
1977). Because rra!¥ of Pennsylvania's derrogra
phic characteristics -with the rrajor exception 
of race - approxirrate those of the nation, Penn
sylvania is often used to generalize to the coun
try as a whole (cf. Zelinsky, et al., 1974). This 
survE;¥ has previously been used to generalize to 
the country cy Zelinsky (1978) and DeJong (1977). 
The intent of the original stu<¥ was to explore 
the relationship between residential preference, 
migration behavior, and pq:>ulation distribution 
patterns in Pennsylvania. 'lbe survE;¥ was a ITUl
tistaged area prOOability sanple doNn to the 
block level, where quota sanpling was used, with 
quotas based on sex and errplcyment status (see 
DeJong and Bush, 1974) •1 'lbe sanpling procedures 
resulted in 1,099 cases. 

The frarrewmk outlined in the above discus
sion of a conjoint rrodel for predicting willing
ness to ll'Ove tOilards e=nc:mic incentives pointed 
to two sets of factors for use in this ll'Odel. 
The first set of variables include the socioderro
graphic characteristics of labor force non-parti
cipation (work status) and socioeconanic status. 

Labor force non-participation (work status) 
was measured directly cy asking the errplcyment 
status of the head of the household. Labor force 
non-participation was used as a dlml!lY variable: 
(O) those who were errplcyed or terrporarily out of 
the labor force (students, unerrplcyed), but ex
pecting to join the labor force, and (1) those 

1 
Our final sanple included only 1, 096 cases be
because of missing data. Preliminary research 
revealed that only minor differences would 
occur when the sanple was restricted to either 
metropolitan or nonmetropolitan migrants. 
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who indicated that thet were retired. 2 

. Soc~oeconaoic status was rreasured 1::¥ a corn
pos~te ~ndex ( a. = .68) created fran the log 
transformation and suma.tion of each of three 
measures: inCXJIIe, education and occupation. Such 
a transformation allONs this rreasure to con
form to the specification of the ordinaJ:y least 
squares rrethod, while at the sarre titre incorpora
ting tradi¥onal indicators of work force charac
teristics. 

Our blcx:X of rormunity attachment factors, 
camunity integration and satisfaction, were also 
entered into all analyses conjointly. Tenure, 
measured in length of residence (number of years) 
in . the . ~ty, 4was seen as a rreasure of corn
rruru.ty integration. 

Our index of cc:mruni ty satisfaction was cre
ated fran a series of eight Likert-type questions 
which sought infornation al:x:>ut the respondent's 
satisfaction with his cc:mrunity. Scores ranged 
fran a high of 36 to a lON of B. The index's re
liability coefficient (a. = .67) is within the ac
cepted range. Our choice of iterrs was guided 1::¥ 
Speare's selection which included aspects of 
housing, neighOOrhood, and/or location iterrs-all 
part of the respondent's life space. 

Willingness to nove, our dependent variable, 
was based on an index of five questions coded 
in a Likert-type na.nner. These questions were 
geared to assess the respondent's propensi~ for 
noving tONard neN econaoic o:r:portuni ties. The 
range for this index was fran a lON of 5 ( lON 
willingness to nove tONard econanic opportuni-

2 
Our earlier work (&anson, et al., 1979a; b) 
denonstrated that age is associated with will
ingness to nove in a discontinuous nanner. This 
relationship is attributed to the life cy
cle change aC<Xl!lpCil'¥ing retirerrent. Consistent 
with the earlier research, we partitioned the 
data set into two age groups ( <63; >63). Addi
tional catparative analyses (data not shONn) 
with both the traditional errplcyed, not em
plcyed dichotCIIY and the ncnretired, retired 
dichotcrry revealed that the latter was a better 
and nore useful measure for our purposes. 

3 
SES was also examined in term; of its can
ponents (iru:::c:Ire, occupation, and education). 
None of the cx:xtpcnents led to results signifi
cantly different fran those generated 1::¥ our 
nore parsinonious index. 

4 
This tenure measure was used to conform to pre
vious usage. It should be noted, hONever, that 
two other tenure indicators (nunber of years in 
current house, and number of years in current 
house plus number of years in current cc:mrunity 
divided 1::¥ two) were examined but failed to 
yield statistically significant differences. 

5 Exanples of the questions asked included, "If 
getting ahead rreant that you would see less of 
your friends, would you be willing to do that?" 
and "HaN do you feel al:x:>ut the risk involved in 
changing residence?" A detailed reference for 
each variable and catpOSite rreasure is avail
able upon request. 
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ties) to a nax:im.nn of 16 (high willingness to 
nove tONard econanic opportunities). The alpha 
reliability coefficient was .68. 

This research uses a nultiple-partial stra
tegy which focuses on the relationships between 
blcx:Xs of independent variables and the dependent 
variable. Since we are not concerned directly 
over the relationships arrong the within-blcx:X 
indicators, we allaN them to operate s:irrultane
ously and thus attribute the resultant nultiple 
correlation to the blcx:X as a whole. Whenever 
the rrodel inplies a relationship between two 
blcx:Xs controlling for a third, we allaN all var
iables in the control blcx:Xs to operate before 
examining the relationship between the residuals 
(Sullivan, 1974). In the present research rrodel, 
interest focused on the effects of coupling com
rrn.mity attachment factors and the nore structural 
socioderrographic factors into a conjoint migra
tion decision making rrodel. By utilizing the 
blodk rrodel approach, it was possible to assess 
whether or not such inclusions contribute unique 
explanatory information. The general rrodel ap
pears in Figure 1. The concern for this rrodel 
was with testing the follONing predictions: 
r b f. 0; rbc f. 0, where a is defined as the ac. .a 
socioderrographic blcx:X, b is defined as the corn
rrn.mity attachment blcx:X, and c is defined as the 
dependent variable willingness to nove. 

FIND liDS 

Table 1 contains the zero order correlations 
for both age groups ( <63; 63+) with the older ag6 
group beleN the diag::>nal and the younger above. 
For both age groups, lal:x:>r force non-participa
tion exhibits the strongest association with the 
dependent variable. Cormuni.ty integration (ten
ure) and labor force non- participation were cor
related negatively with willingness to nove for 
both age groups. Socioeconanic status and camu
nity satisfaction were both positively correlated 
with willingness to nove. 

To assess the degree to which corrm..mity at
tachment variables contribute uniquely to an in
tegrated migration decision making rrodel, a nul
tiple-partial blodk recursive design was uti
lized. The results of this technique are shONn 
in Table 2. A series of regression analyses were 
performed for each of the two age categ::>ries. 
Each series consisted of three analytical equa
tions: one fully specified rrodel and two re
stricted rrodels, one for the socioderrographic 
factors and one for the attachment factors. 

In the full rrodel of the younger age group 
(Yl) labor force non-participation, camuni ty in
tegration and cc:mrunity satisfaction were nega
tively and significantly related to willingness 
to nove. An individual's socioeconaoic status 
was not related to the dependent variable. 

6 
It will be recalled that our earlier research 
indicated a significant change in slope for the 
two age groups <63 and 63 ·and over. Because of 
the interactive nature of this relationship, we 
have chosen to introduce this control in the 
current analysis. See Swanson, et al., (1979a; 
b) for further clarification. --
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SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC: 
LABOR FORCE NON-PARTICIPATION 

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS 

COMMUNITY ATTACHMENTS: 
INTEGRATION 
SATISFACTION 

/ 
WILLINGNESS TO MOVE 

Figure 1: Sequential Block Model of the Integrated Migration Decision-Making 

Model 

Table 1. Zero order correlations (62 and younger above diagonal; 63 and 
older below diagonal), n = 1,096 

Labor Socio-
Force Non- Economic Community Community Willingness 

Participation Status Integration Satisfaction to Move 

Labor Force Non-
Participation -. 07 .17 .06 - . 26 

Socio-
Economic · 
Status . 32 -. 07 .24 . 07 

Community 
Integration .03 -.18 .14 -.21 

Community 
Satisfaction .05 .16 .02 . 06 

Willingness 
to Move -.39 .17 -.19 . 06 
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Table 2. Results of block model (multiple partial) regression for the 
integrated migration decision making model. 

Model a 

Y
1 

f SD: C 

Labor Force 
Non-Participation 
Socioeconomic Status 

} 

Community Integration } 
Community Satisfaction 

Y
1 

! SD 

Labor Force 
Non-Participation 
Socioeconomic Status 

} 

Community Integration } 
Community Satisfaction 

Y
2 

! SD; C 

Labor Force 
Non-Participation 
Socioeconomic Status 

} 

Community Integration } 
Community Satisfaction 

Y
2 

f SD 

Labor Force 
Non-Participation 
Socioeconomic Status 

} 

Community Integration 
Community Satisfaction .} 

Constant 

9.11 

9.38 

9.35 

6.14 

6.10 

6.12 

b 

-2.07b 
.07 

b 
- .02b 
- .04 

-2.29b 
.18 

b 
- .03b 
- .04 

b 
-2.82b 

.82 

- .Ole 
.03 

b 
-2.90b 

.92 

- .02b 
.OS 

B 

-.24 
.02 

-.19 
-.09 

-.26 
.06 

-.23 
-.09 

.-.48 
.29 

-.13 
.04 

-.49 
.33 

-.20 
.07 

Standard 
Error F 

.29 

.11 

.00 

.02 

.29 

.10 

.00 

.02 

.36 

.18 

.00 

.04 

.36 

.17 

.00 

.OS 

51.73 
.46 

32.44 
7.76 

62.53 
3.08 

47.37 
7.57 

62.22 
21.82 

4.79 
.57 

65.29 
28.74 

9.17 
1.03 

11 

7 

6 

26 

24 

4 

Multiple 
Partial 
For Each 

Block 

.25 

.21 

.47 

.14 

aDependent variable (willingness to move) is coded Y1 for model of those under 63; 
Y

2 
for those 63 and over. SD stands for sociodemographic block, C stands for 

community attachment block. 

b < .01 
p 

c < .OS 
p 
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Roughly 11 percent of the variance was explained 
cy this equation. 

An examination of the restricted rrodels for 
the younger age group reveals similar patterns. 
Again, labor force non-participation rrakes the 
significant contribution for the socioderrographic 
blade, which a=unts for seven percent of the 
variation in willingness to IIDve. While the com
nunity attachment blade has nvo significant con
tributing factors, this restricted rrodel explains 
slightly less variance than the farner. 

Column 8 of Table 2 contains the standar
dized regression coefficient for each bloCk of 
variables, controlling on the rerraining bloCk. 
This standardized rrultiple partial is a CO!!pOSite 
.variable carposed of the "linear catbination of 
the variables that go into it which minimized the 
sum of squared deviations of the predicted depen
dent variable from the actual one." (Colerran, 
1975:369). Through the use of a standardized re
gression coefficient for a bloCk of variables, 
carparisons of the direct effects of each bloCk 
of i9-dicators on willingness to JTDVe can be 
rra.de. 

For the younger age group there is only 
minor variation benveen the two standardized rrul
tiple partials: .25 for the socioderrographic and 
.21 for the cormunity attachment. On this basis 
we would be hard pressed to conclude that either 
blade of factors supersedes the other in terms of 
irrportance while they both apparently contribute 
roughly equivalent and unique explanatory pcwer 
to the fully specified rrodel. 

The older age group (63 plus) is different. 
The CCJtbined or fully specified rrodel a=unts 
for 26 percent of the total variance in the 
system. Labor force non-participation has the 
greatest impact on willingness to JTDve. Hc:J..Iever, 
socioeconomic status also exerts a significant 
influence on willingness to JTDve. Here, both 
carponents of the socioderrographic blade contri
bute to the explanation of the dependent vari-

7 
For a fuller discussion of the rrultiple-

partial strategr, see Colerran (1975; 1976). 
The weights are carputed from the follONing 
nvo forrrulas (for the nvo bloCk case): 

2 
l) Rl2 = l/~(12) ~2~1 -

2 2 4 2 2 2 
~2 ~1 + ~(12) - ~(12) (~1 + ~2 ) 

2) 

2 2 
~(12) - ~2 

- 1- ~2 2 
31.2 

where 
~(l2 ) is the rrultiple correlation of bloCks 1 

and 2 with the dependent variable. 

~l is the rrultiple correlation of bloCk 1 var
iables with the dependent variable. 

~2 is the rrultiple correlation of bloCk 2 var
iables with the dependent variable, and 

is the correlation of the carpound of bloCk ~2 
1 variables with the corrpound of bloCk 2 var
iables. 
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able. 
A different situation exists for the attach

ment blade; only comruni ty integration was sig
nificant. The failure of cormunity satisfaction 
to impact upon an individual's willingness to 
JTDVe for the older group was not expected (cf. 
ShaY 1 1975) • 

An examination of the rrultiple partials as
sociated with the older group also revealed dif
ferences. The impact of the socioderrographic 
factors is three times that attributable to the 
attachment factors ( .47 carpared to .14). 

In surnrre.ry, these findings suggest that 
labor force non-participation, regardless of age 
of respondent, is the JTDSt critical factor in in
fluencing one's long term willingness to JTDve. 
While significant relationships benveen attach
ment factors. (integration and satisfaction) are 
present, the rra.gnitude of their impact on the de
pendent variable is in all cases snaller than 
that of labor force non-participation. Further, 
community satisfaction eXhibits small coeffici
ents in all cases. 

DisaJSSICN AND IMI?LICM'ICNS 

The findings suggest several JTDdifications 
to current migration decision rraking models. On 
the basis of our rrodel it would appear that both 
sets of factors have a bearing on long term will
ingness to IIDve, but are only marginally related 
to each other. Thus, it would appear that a JTDre 
conplete picture em:rrges when both sets of fac
tors are considered. 

There is sane correspondence benveen our 
data and that reported 1::¥ both Speare (1974) 
and Bach and Smith (1977). Wolpert's notion of 
stress thresholds is supported 1::¥ this stuqy, as 
is Bach and Smith's argument for lON camunity 
satisfaction influencing an individual's propen
sity to IIDve. 

The major difference between this stuqy and 
the earlier studies is based on both methodologi
cal and interpretive considerations. Whereas the 
earlier studies inferred a connection between all 
baQ(ground or socioderrographic factors and all 
attachment indicators, this stuqy specified and 
conpared these connections. Similarly, where 
earlier studies errphasized the statistical signi
ficance of the various catpa1ents of the inte
grated decision rraking rrodels, this stuqy pointed 
to the magnitudes of these same coefficients. For 
exarrple, while it is true that in the younger 
model (those less than 63 years old) both bloCks 
of factors impact on willingness to JTDVe and in 
similar magnitudes and directions, it is also 
true that together they a=unt for onJ¥ ll per
cent of the variance. To argue over which factor 
is JTDre critical on the basis of such small ex
planatory pcwer is to mask what we take to be the 
true meaning of this data. Apparently, for the 
younger sanple of Pennsylvanians, one's willing
ness to JTDVe is not adequately explained cy any 
of these factors. 

The situation is sanewhat different for the 
older segment of this pop~lation as partially 
indicated 1::¥ the higher R • Socioderrographic 
status and labor force non-participation exert an 
influence three times as pcwerful as that exerted 
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cy the attachment factors. '!he strong associa
tion of labor force non-participation and age 
with the dependent variable suggests that the 
life cycle change associated with retirement al
ters an individual' s willingness to rrove to,.{ards 
enplcyment opportunities. As long as the indi
vidual renains in the labor force, at all ages 
including retirement, he will exhibit high will
ingness to rrove regardless of his tenure and/or 
satisfaction with his current camunity. 

While camunity attaclment factors do inpact 
upon the decision rraking process, they alone can
not be used to assess the long tenn willingness 
of a population to rrove. Because the socioderro
graphic factors are relevant in roth the younger 
and older rrodels discussed above, we would sug
gest their incorporation (along with the attach
nent factors) in future analyses. Apparently 
large structural factors such as changing pat
terns and enplcyment needs of sustenance organi
zations have a strong influence on an indi vidu
al's desire to rrove. Further, it would appear 
that individuals participating in the labor force 
up to retirement llBintain an intention to rrove 
taolard econanic og;>ortunities without regard to 
current cx:mrunity attachnents. 

'!he relationship l::>et:llleen the process of an 
individual deciding to rrove and actual migration 
is not solely mediated cy camunity ties, but ra
ther a~ to be influenced also cy the struc
ture of og;>ortunities. 'Ihe exception would be 
for dissatisfied individuals for whan local soci
ety has becare a liability. We suggest that 
those migration decision rraking rrodels based 
solely on attitOOinal variables be expanded to 
include facets of the larger social derrographic 
forces at wmx . 
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